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Updated edition of "Color Revival: Understanding the advanced 12 & 16 season color analysis theory".
Then a palette of colors are professionally intended to harmonize together with your coloring. Color
Analysis is the art and technology of searching at one's hair, eyes and epidermis to determine their natural
coloring, or 'season'. This book is great for the professional color analyst, makeup artist or stylist who
wants to make sure their clients look their finest. The book can be for anyone who simply really wants to
look young, more vibrant, more confident while at the same time conserving money and time in the
process.
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This Book was an enormous a disappointment for me This Book was an enormous a disappointment for
me personally.We ordered a color swatch fan from Lora's website,[. Right now I have a little lady , and
her season is not that easy to identify. Three Stars Typographical errors;I love the writer website , it has
plenty of useful info, but still wasn't enough to identify my daughter season rather than had full color
palettes. Often the internet site said Iand quote "More information are available in my new up to date
eBook “Color Revival: 3rd Edition” "Well that simply NOT true. I learned a lot about color and how
exactly to look your best. Bought this for my mother, who gave me personally the original Color Me
Beautiful..] and I take advantage of it all enough time. Needed even more swatches and structured by
color rather than scattered. It includes a few page discussion of the the equivalent seasons, but all text no
comparison photos...I expected such book to have tons of real human faces comparing and analysing in
information. One Star Nothing new Two Stars The presentation is good but the theory is a bit
convoluted.That is not the least helpful identifying real human colorings.Also the book just includes a tiny
color swatch for the primary colors. All of those other colors just listed by NAMES only not showing the
real color! She got therefore much out of this book and the way it expanded on the original.) I established
through this book that I am a Soft Autumn Light. It does LIST all of the colors, simply doesn't provide a
sample of all of them.It seems the publication is a brochure thus people will buy the $70 color swatches
or even better pay $75 on her behalf to identify their season, and then choose the color swatches. I'm a
Soft Autumn which doesn't really fit into the 4 season format very well. I could never figure out my
period using the old 4 season model. Nice Up-To-Date Publication on Color Analysis I've been thinking
about color analysis for a while and I've some older books nonetheless it was nice to obtain a modern
reserve on color analysis.This book thoroughly explains the 12 seasons, and then introduces the 16 season
concept where the seasons have already been refined further. My season, Soft Autumn, provides been put
into Soft Autumn Light (which is usually tinted) and Soft Autumn Deep (which is usually toned.! My
season ( apparent spring) is very easy to identify and I figured it out decades ago when the 12 season
theory came out in the first 90's... Actually I find the web site has much more useful assessment photos
compared to the book, which barely had ANY. The colours fit me to a "T"!! Well Done This book is self-
published. It's WONDERFUL and useful. A few formatting edits I would make and the only other thing is
certainly that 32 of 66-72 of the colours are included for all 16 months. I was beneath the impression it
will be the full colors. The last 20 page of the reserve is listing color titles and doesn't also tells the reader
where to look up the colors based on theses names. I learned a lot about color and how exactly to look
your best.!.. This book was incredibly helpful in assisting me to determine my season.The book lacked
depths and information. I used to really have the original "Color Me Beautiful" reserve back in your day.
This book is a lot more educational. I understood I have been doing a lot of things wrong my whole life.
Up to date version of color seasons. I want to look the best I could. I'm very pleased I made this purchase.
I am no more going to buy clothing not in my color palette. An updated view on color theory which
expands on the usual Spring, Summer months, Fall, and Winter periods. Can be a bit specialized at times,
but good for a lay person like me who was simply in between seasons and couldn't figure out what I was
and this book helped. who gave me the initial Color Me Beautiful. There was the right details in the
boom, but I was puzzled by the colours.. When I demonstrated it to my hubby, he said it looks like it is
just a brochureI couldn't discover any additional details that's not already on the website. The book is
~120 pages using huge font and more than 1/3 discusses the old 12 time of year system, which
established 20 yrs ago.! It’s a good effort and a lot of information on a hardcore and . More picture
illustrations were needed of the varying degrees within one of the sixteen seasons such as adding even
more fair skinned and darker skin.. It’s an excellent effort and a lot of information on a tough and
somewhat subjective topic.. The book had only 1 1 page for each of the 16 period with 1 solitary photo
and 3 paragraph text . Definitely got me carrying out more research. Kind of disappointing I actually was



disappointed by this reserve, since the colors for soft Autumn looked very bright, nit soft like I expected.
She got so much out of the book . Excellent Excellent product fast delivery. A 5star reserve! I used to
have the original "Color Me . Great purchase-one of the best I've read.5celebrities!! I purchased this book
since it was the newest out there just come out in 2014 and it supposed to have the most detailed seasons
( 16 instead of the 12) and promoted itself as has the complete color palette for every season. colors as
printed not really quality.Instead of that most comparison photo is the same face side by side change the
colour toning by photoshop.
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